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Order Caps And Gowns
All students who plan to graduate in December shou1 i order their caps, gowns, and
invitations in the university book store between Oct. 4 and 18.
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Dr. Edwards Hosts Annual Tiger Banquet
Ten Pledges Accepted
In Scabbard And Blade
Scabbard and Blade, the national honorary military fraternity, initiated 10 pledges last
week. The 10 were selected from
70 applicants by a board of old
members
which questioned
them and reviewed their records.

During the initiation week,
the pledges, or "fish," had to
run whenever they were out of
doors, wear fatigues and tin
shoulder pads, and carry
swords and an egg in their back
pockets from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon.

Staff Members Fire Questions
On Current Campus Problems
Speaking at the President's annual banquet for The
TIGER staff last Monday night, Dr. R. C. Edwards
stated, "we do not have any secrecy at Clemson"
as he explained the purpose of the banquet and later
answered questions from the TIGER staffers pertaining to the University.

At noon on Friday, the "fish"
who hadn't broken their eggs
received the traditional egg
shampoos. Also,between 12:00
and 12:30, the "fish" swam on
the quadrangle in ice water.
Two
hundred pounds of
crushed ice was used everyday
on the pledges so "they wouldn't
become too hot" while doing
pushups.
Traditionally, on Friday, the
last day, the pledges retaliated
by wetting and egging the old
members, of "whales." The
whales revenged by requesting
more pushups.
To end the informal initiation, the pledges gave the members a supper party in front of
the Field House. Gratefully, the
"whales" led the newcomers in a
night warfare near Lake Hartwell.
" The initiation makes the men
more mentally and physically
prepared to meet later military
life," said Bill Mays, senior
from Allendale, and first sergeant of Scabbard and Blade.
"And besides, we enjoy throwing the ice."
Six of the seniors who are in
Army are pledge captain Steve
Hunter from Greenville, John
Beckroge from Columbia, Reed
Bull from Cameron, Butch
Kitts from Charleston, and
Gray Walsh from Moncks Corner.

Mama mia! is that cold! Gray Walsh (front) and
other pledges into Scabbard and Blade "swim" through
their initiation. (Photo by Purdy)

Senate Offers Resolution
To Extend Library Hours
By JOHN' DICKERSOX
After several weeks of investigation, the student senate
adopted a resolution extending
library hours to eleven p.m. on
weekdays and Sundays. The
adoption of this resolution
came about as a result of an
investigation by the General
Affairs Committee which re' vealed that the Clemson University Library closed earlier
than the majority of other university libraries throughout the
nation. The student senate believes that the extension of library hours is a much-needed
concept to strengthen academic
pursuits.
Two bills brought before the
senate by the Judicial Committee were approved and passed.
The first bill listed those students who are to have keys to
the student government room.
A second bill outlined the procedures for passing a bill. This
bill is a revision of a previous
bill and was passed mainly for
efficiency purposes.
The General Affairs Committee, in giving its weekly report,
stated that no action would be
taken on the speaker ban problem pending the outcome of a
meeting between student government officials and administrative personnel.
This committee also reported
that the concept of having students on administrative boards
was considered impractical because the time the boards meet
would usually conflict with
class hours.
The Traffic and Grounds
Committee revealed that the
building of new sidewalks

would be postponed until after
the completion of the new library. The senate recognized the
petitions for recognition of several student organizations presented by the Student Organization Affairs Committee. Organizations
recognized included: Calhoun Literary Society, Footnotes of Clemson
University, Central Dance Association, Karamos, Presbyterian Student Association, Block
C, Hillel-Brandeis and Gamma Alpha Mu.

Foreign Service Officers
Discuss Field Careers
Mr. Terrell E. Arnold, a Foreign Service Officer of the Department of State, will be on
campus Friday, Oct. 8, to discuss the work of the U. S. For-

YMCA Holds
Dance Sat.
The Clemson YMCA will
sponsor a dance at the YMCA
Recreation Center across the
lake this Saturday, Oct. 2.
Music will be furnished from
8:00 p.m. until 11:30 p.m.
Girls will be provided for boys
without dates. There will be no
charge for admission and
everyone is invited.

Taps Wins Associated
Collegiate Press Rating
For its fourth consecutive
year, TAPS, Clemson's yearbook, has received an AilAmerican honor rating from
the Associated Collegiate Press.
This is the highest honor in
the nation that a college yearbook may receive.
The 1965 TAPS, edited by
Jim Hambright, was among
twenty-five yearbooks in the
United States that received the
■ All-American rating.
These
yearbooks will be listed in
"Helps", a publication of the
Associated Collegiate Press. A
loan program is offered by the
ACP which enables colleges to

The remaining four, in Air
Force, are Ken McDaniel from
Pickens, Ron Priddy from Harleyville, Frank Kayzs from
Greenville, and Ben Toseyfrom
• Midgeville, Ga.
In January, juniors in advanced R. O. T. C. will be admitted.
The Scabbard and Blade under Major Wright, U. S. Army,
sponsors the military ball and
banquet in second semester,
The ball is a regular dance in
the cafeteria for all students in
R O. T. C. The banquet is a
celebration for the advanced R.
O. T. C. cadets and their dates
with a speaker. Last year Senator Strom Thurmond spoke.
Also, Scabbard and Blade, in
special uniforms, serve as hosts
for the President's box at all
home football games.
To raise money, the Scabbard and Blade sold 1,200 rat
hats and gave Rat haircuts.

borrow All-American publications for inspection.
College
yearbooks are
judged in fields of photography
work, color reproduction, and
overall design, while keeping in
mind the percentage of student
effort that goes into the book
and the financial status of the
yearbook.
Al Roach, this year's editor of
TAPS, said, "I am very pleased
with this high honor that the
1965 TAPS has received, and I
am co'nfident that this year's
TAPS' staffwill be able to follow
the fine traditions that have
been set in the past."

Dick Miley of the news staff, note pad in hand, rises to ask Dr. Edwards a question al the TIGER banquet in the Clemson House. This banquet is given annually
by the president so that the staff and administration can "get better acquainted."
(Photo by Puxdy)

Wesley Theological Discussions Open
For three weeks now some
fifty Clemson University students have been meeting in four
groups of 10-12 students each
to study the Christian faith firsthand from the great theologians of our time. Men being
studied include such names as
Tillich, Niebuhr, Knox, Bultmann and Bonhoeffer.
These groups make up "The
Academy of Lay Theology"
which is sponsored by the Wes-

Dr. James Clinton Cook Jr.,
former head of the mechanical
engineering department, died at
his home Tuesday of a long
illness and was buried on Cemetery Hill yesterday morning.
Dr. Cook, an Atlanta native,
first came to Clemson as a student in 1935; he graduated with
a bachelor of science degree in
mechanical engineering as a
member of the class of 1939.
He returned to Clemson in
1948 as an associate professor
of mechanical engineering, and

"The Unending Struggle," a
film shot in Quito and Guayaquil, Ecuador, depicting the
manifold aspects of Foreign
Service work in a developing
country, will be shown in connection with this visit. Following the film, Mr. Arnold will
answer questions on careers
in the Foreign Service Officer
Corps, with specific reference to
his own recent experience.

The duties of Foreign Service
Officers fall into the broad categories of political and economic reporting and analysis, consular affairs, administration,
and commercial work. Entering junior officers can expect
to receive experience in several
of these fields, and in different
areas of the world, before initiating career specialization.
All candidates should be wellgrounded in economics, U. S.
and world history, political
science and government. In addition, many applicants have
specialized qualifications in administration, or area and
language studies.

The academy is founded on
the faith that the WORD does
speak to 20th century man with
all the power of old and is dedi-

Former AA.E. Department
Head Dies Here Tuesday

eign Service with interested students.

The next written examination
for the Foreign Service will be
held held on December4, 1965,
at sites throughout the country;
applications for the examination must be filed before October 18. The same examination is offered candidates for
both the Foreign Service of the
Department of State and USIA,
although
candidates
must
specify at the time of application which agency they seek to
enter. Individuals successful on
the written examination will be
invited to take an oral examination before a panel of senior
officers in the spring.

ley Foundation at Clemson
University but which is open to
all CU students. Each group is
composed of students who have
entered into a covenant with
each other declaring their intention to attend each two-hour
session for the entire 23-session
course.

before his death this week, he
rose to professor and head of
the mechanical engineering department.
As an undergraduate at
Clemson, he was a member of
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi,
Blue Key, and the College Boxing squad. He was also active in
the Tiger Brotherhood, the
American Society of Military
Engineers, and the Scabbard
and Blade.
In 1941 Dr. Cook was called
to active duty to fight in the
World War II. He served with
the Allied forces in England,
France, and Germany where he
was awarded the Bronze Star,
the Army Commendation Ribbon, and the Belgian Croix du
Guerre avec Palme. He rose to
the rank of major before he left
the Army.
After returning to Clemson,
he received his master's degree
in mechanical engineering from
the University of Michigan in
1953; he earned his doctor's
degree from the University of
Michigan in 1955.
He was an engineer with the
Westinghouse Electric Corp'oration before the start of his
span of 17 years on the Clemson faculty in 1948.

MANY CASH PRIZES

Poetry Contest Announced
The Second Annual Kansas
City Poetry Contests have been
announced by Thorpe Menn,
literary editor of the Kansas
City Star, which acts as one of
the sponsors of the contest.
Cash prizes as well as publication of a book-length work will
be offered to w-inners.
The Devins.Memorial Award,
the major prize in the contests
is offered to any Tnited States
citizen.
The winning poet's
book-length manuscript will be
published and distributed by
the
University of Missouri
Press. A S500 cash quaranteed
advance on royalties arising
from sale of the book will be
granted. The winner of this
award will be invited to speak
at the 1966-67 American Poets'
Series in Kansas City, Mo.
Six Hallmark Honor Prizes
of SI00 each are offered to
United States citizens ^ho are
fulltime college students. These
will be awarded to the six poets

whose individual poems submitted to this contest are judged
best.
Two other contests included
are the Kansas City Star
Awards and the H. Jay Sharp
Prizes. The Kansas City Star
awards, open only to residents
of the Great Plains region, consist of four S160 prizes to be
awarded for single poems. The
H. Jay Sharp prizes, open only
to high school students residing
in Kansas of Missouri, consist
of four S25 prizes for single
poems.
Complete rules for the Kansas
City Poetry Contests may be obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
Poetry Contest Directors, P. O.
Box 5335, Kansas City, Missouri 64131. All entries must be
postmarked by Feb. 15, 1966.
The winners will be announced
April 28, 1966 by the final poet
to appear during the American
Poets' Series.

cated to articulating that WORD
in 20th century terminology,
vocabulary, and thought patterns. It is a task of education
and the academy makes use of
new and experimental educational techniques to accomplish
that task.
The Reverend Richard Elliott, Jr., minister-director of the
Wesley Foundation, admits
that he is amazed at the response. "We tried the academy
on an experimental basis last
year," he says, "and were convinced that this should be the
central thrust of our ministry to
university students, but we
never expected this many students to respond to such a
concentrated and disciplined
program. And, if our experience last year means anything,
we can predict that most of
these students will complete the
entire course."
Mr. Elliott feels mat this response indicates something of
the seriousness and concern of
today's student generation.
"My student generation would
have laughed at such a proposal," he says, "and for that
matter, how many people in
your local church would sign a
covenant agreeing to attend
twenty-three weekly two-hour
sessions to study contemporary
Christian theology?"

Danford Grad
Entries Due
Applications for Danforth
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded in March, 1966, are
now being accepted, according
to Dr. Victor Hurst, Dean of
the Clemson Graduate School.
The Fellowships, offered by
the Danforth Foundation of St.
Louis, Mo., are open to men
and women who are seniors or
recent graduates of accredited
colleges in the United States,
who have a serious interest in
college teaching as a career,
and who plan to study for a
Ph.D. in a field common to the
undergraduate college.
Applicants may be single or
married, must be less than
thirty years of age at the time
of application, and may not
have undertaken any graduate
or professional study beyond
the baccalaureate degree.
Approximately 120 Fellowships will be awarded in March,
1966. Candidates must be
nominated by Liaison Officers
of their undergraduate institutions. The foundation does not
accept direct applications for
the Fellowships.
Danforth Graduate Fellows
are eligible for four years of financial assistance, with a maximum annual living stipend of
SI800 for single Fellows and
S2200 for married Fellows,
plus tuition and fees.

"The real value,"said Dr. Edwards, "is to give the top administrators and The TIGER
staffers a chance to get better
acquainted." He named The
TIGER as one of the important
means of communication between the administration and
the student body.
Dean Walter T. Cox, Dean of
Students, began the discussion
period after the dinner by introducing guests from the administration who had come to
answer questions from The
TIGER staffers. Melford A. Wilson, vice president for business
and finance; Ralph S. Collins,
director of the physical plant;
Henry H. Hill, director of auxiliary extensions; T. N. Hinton,
chief accountant; J. K. Williams, dean of the University;
and Dean Susan G. Delony,
dean of women; and a number
of other administrators.
Introducing Dr. Edwards,
Dean Cox cited the banquet's
purpose as "simply good communication" and "to answer
questions about the operation
of this complex institution."
Dr. Edwards opened his comments by praising President of
the Student Body Gray Walsh,
also a guest at the banquet, as
the best and most active student
body president since Dr. Edwards had come to Clemson in
1956.
"It has been tremendous," stated Dr. Edwards,
commenting on Walsh's work
this year.
Speaking to the TIGER staffers, Dr. Edwards reassured the
college journalists that "the administration has no desire to
censor the TIGER...I wouldn't
have it any other way. We expect you to voice your opinions."
Dr. Edwards then turned his
remarks to the Board of Trustees stating that the Board does
not try to administer the University. He also commented
that "the board, without exception, has approved all of
the recommendations put forth
by this administration."

As the floor opened for
questions, the administrators
answered the question of allowing air conditioners in dormitory rooms. One administrator
stated that there was no objection to having them in rooms
except for the factor that present wiring will not handle the
additional loads of the air conditioners.
Dean Cox stated electricity
costs as another factor. He and
Dr. Edwards said they felt that
extra costs should not be
incurred to students who do not
use the air conditioners.
Answering, a question on the
construction of a new field
house, Dr. Edwards outlined
present plans for the money
appropriated by the South
Carolina State Legislature last
spring.
He said that the University
will build a 2.5 million dollar
bunding to house the athletic
department, with a 12,500-seat
area for basketball games and
other functions needing an
auditorium facility. The building will be constructed west of
(Continued on page 6)

Ping Pong Tourney
Given By YMCA
The Clemson YMCA is sponsoring a ping pong tournament
starting Oct. 13. There will be a
25 cent registration fee for entering the tournament. Elimination in regulation play will be
determined in 2 out of 3 matches; the finals will consist of the
best 3 out of 5 games.
Anyone interested should
sign up and pay at the desk
in the lounge of the "Y". Mr.
Roy Cooper of the YMCA wants
all groups to participate, especially the fraternities.
Boys who enter the tournament can get together and play
at their own convenience, according to the pairings listedat the "Y". All materials will
be furnished by the YMCA.

Frosh Sellers Appointed
Tiger's Managing Editor
Don Sellers, a freshman from ard of the TIGER"
David Crawford, editor of the
Greenwood, was elected as
managing editor of the TIGER paper, stated, "This is undoubtlast Sunday night to fill the edly the first time that a freshman has been elected to a senior
vacant senior staff position.
The architecture major has staff position, but Don is well
worked for four years with a qualified. We are confident that
printing company in Green- he'll do a fine job."
wood and worked in junior
high school with the newspaper.
Since coming to Clemson and
joining the TIGER staff in August, Sellers has been working on
the copy staff and has helped
carry out the duties of the managing editor. In assuming the
position of managing editor, he
will be responsible for the layout and headline writing of the
front and back pages of the
TIGER.
Sellers said Wednesday night,
"I know that this position carries a lot of responsibility with
DON SELLERS
it, but I feel that I will be able
to do the job to the best of my
ability. I hope that I will be
able to uphold the high stand-

No Sale!
With the coming of the Clemson-Georgia Tech and Georgia
games, Dean Walter T. Cox reminds students that a Georgia
state law prohibits the sale of
tickets to these games except
by the schools themselves. Last
year several students were arrested for selling tickets to these
games.
Paragraph 32-9910 of part 3
of the Code of Georgia states,
"It shall be unlawful to sell any
admission ticket to any athletic
contest of the colleges of the
university system of Georgia at
any place or in any manner,
except at such places and in
such manner, as may be designated by the proper athletic
authorities of the college issuing
said ticket."

Japanese Feature
Starts Film Season

Clemson University's Contemporary Film Series will
show Dciur, a Japanese film at
the civil engineering auditorium tonight and Saturday at
7:00.
The film stars Hideo Oguni,
Shinlby Hashimoto, andOkiru
Kurosawa; and is the story of
the search for the meaning of
life by a man who knows he has
only a short time co live. The
dialogue is in Japanese with
English subtitles. Ikiur has received high critical acclaim for
revealing some of the most brilliant cinematic images ever seen
on the screen.
After the film there will be a
discussion with refreshments in
the civil engineering building
lounge. The film series is sponsored by the Campus Religious
Workers.
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How To Cool A "Can"
Now that fall is here and the heat is
off, the need for artificial wintermakers in the dormitories—otherwise
known as air conditioners—has somewhat dissipated. Indeed, the heat will
need to be turned on pretty soon the
way the nights are going. But a problem that's past for this semester is by
no means solved, and come next summer the little grey boxes will undoubtedly find their way back into the
dorms. And for good reason: it's hard
to study in a hot tin can. Yet the school
says no dice to air conditioners in the
rooms.
The reason for the ban is that the
110-volt units draw too much current
for the lines to carry, or so the school
officials say. What they mean is that
the lines are rated to carry only 20
amperes of current, and since every
two rooms in the dorm complex use
the same lines, each room has a nominal limit of 10 amperes. This would
normally be a more than adequate
capacity (a couple of lights, two or
three window fans, a complete hi-fi
rig, electric clocks, electric toothbrushes, and everything else normally
found in dorm rooms put together
would draw less than five amperes),
but throw in an air conditioner that
pulls between 8 and 12 amps and
you've got a problem.
Or is it a problem. As long as both
rooms together draw less than their
20-amp limit the lines are safe and the
circuit breakers won't break, which is
to say that as long as two air
conditioning units aren't on the same
line things will be OK. The problem,

therefore, is how to determine who
shall and who shall not have air
conditioners in their rooms. Well, it's
obvious that there won't be thatmany
units around in the foreseeable future, and so it would not seem to be
too great a task for the dorm office
to assign rooms such that no two adjacent rooms had air conditioners
in them, provided, of course, that students who planned to have units in
their rooms gave the office advance
notice. This would seem to be a
reasonable solution to the problem of
overloading the power lines.
Another objection to air conditioners in the rooms has been raised—
the cost factor. Since the units draw
so much more current than most appliances, even a modest number of
them in the dorms could conceivably
raise the power costs of the school by
a significant amount. The only fair
way to cover this additional cost
would be to charge students extra to
have an air conditioner in their room.
This amount could be adjusted to
cover the costs of the additional power
for a reasonable length of time after
which the units would not be needed
and would be removed.
Fair enough? We think so. If you
have any suggestions along these
lines, please feel free to drop Tom a
note. This problem ought to be solved
before next summer so that those who
can afford cool rooms may enjoy their
investment. And if the new dorms are
ever air conditioned as is rumored,
well gee whiz! It's just not fair!

Those Funny Letters
Have you noticed the great sense of
humor possessed by certain Clemson
men? Like the funny letters they post
down by the Post Office? These are
really a riot, you must agree, for not
just anybody would post a letter written confidentially to him out there
for the public to laugh at. Whether or
not the names are blacked out is of
little significance. What does matter is
that some of the recent pin-ups down
there have been downright obscene;

what does matter is that airing these
letters before the student body like this
is basically a breach of trust, akindof
"stab in the back." Granted, a just
retribution may be well deserved by
the writers of some of these letters,
but must you stoop so low, fellas?
You're supposed to be college men,
among other things. How manly is a
stab in the back? And if they're supposed to be funny, how funny is funny?
They aren't.

A Word Of Praise
There is one group on campus that
deserves a word of praise, the Clemson Players. This drama club has
consistentiy proved their talents in
the past, and this semester their presentation "The Rainmaker" promises

to be better than ever. We hope there
will be a good turn-out next week,
for these fellas (and gals) deserve a
big hand for their efforts. One thing's
sure: if you miss their presentation,
you'll have missed a good show.

THE OPEN COLUMN

Senate Considers Progressive Issues
By JOHN MATTHEW
Guest Editorialist
(Editor's Note: John Matthew is Business Director of
WSBF Radio and Chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee. A junior, he has been in
the Student Senate all of his
three years at Clemson and
was recently tapped into Blue
Key.)
Several proposals currently
under consideration by the
Student Senate merit the concern and support of all interested persons in the academic
community,
even
though the committees of the
Senate have but recently begun to look into the programs.
The actions and reactions regarding these proposals and
others like them to follow will
determine
Clemson's
position on a basic issue on college campuses across the nation today: whether the student is to be regarded—and to
regard himself—as an active,
responsible participant in the
educational process, or be
relegated to the position of a
mere customer of the University. A good groundwork has
been laid in the evolution of
an enthusiastic, effectual Student Government, and a fine
attitude of cooperation and
mutual respect between the
administration and student
leadership has developed.
Now additional progress can
be made, partially through
the institution of programs

A Pennsylvania Yankee In Tom Clemson's CourtGeeze, Guys, We Yanks Ain't Really Dot Bad OH
By BOBROLLI
TIGER Columnist
Let's get something straight
right now. For some reason,
or lack of it, a good many
(maybe half) of y'all boys
feel varying shades of resentment to the presence of Yankees on the Clemson campus.
This anti-North sentiment
perhaps has its foundation in
the latent Southern dislike for
Northern persons, places,
and things, that sprung up a
little over a hundred years
ago. But the Civil War and
Reconstruction are unfortunate blots on our nation's past
history; what's done is done,
in the past, irrevocable. However, unreasoning prejudice
continues. When a "scode"
walks into the dining hall
sandal-shod, wearing a Tshirt that looks and smells
like seventeen Arabian camel drivers slept on it, and displaying
uncombed head,
neck, and face, the first thing
that the typical South Carolinian will say is, "Look at
that gross damn Yankee." Ask
our typical South Carolinian
why he called Mr. Unsanitary
a Yankee, and he will probably say, "Well, you can just
tell he's a Yankee." This kind
of judgement seems rather
unreasonable; there is probably a fifty-fifty chance that
every dining hall "scode" you
see is Southern born and
Southern bred. Among the
aphorisms that may be derived from such exepriences

are, "You can't tell where a
book was published by its
cover," and "Judge a person
by what he is, not by where
he's from."
CLEMSON OR BUST
There are more out-of-state
students, particularly Northerners, attending Clemson
this year than ever before.
"In the first place," you ask,
"why do they come down
here?" Financial reasons for
the "Clemson or bust" migration are quite cogent. It costs
the
typical
Northerner
seventeen hundred or eighteen hundred dollars a year to
attend Clemson; a Northern
school of the same caliber
would charge something like
twenty-three hundred clams
per annum for chowder of no
greater
nutritional
value
than Clemson's. Also, many
of the Northern students
have come down here in
order to get away from home.
Don't misunderstand me.' It
isn't that they hate their home
lives or want to get away from
nagging parents,
but that
most of them want a chance
to develop a feeling of selfreliance and self-confidence.
You can't be sure that a dog
has learned to stay off the
neighbors'
lawns
if his
master never lets him off the
leash. Of course, there have
been all kinds of speculations
as to why
Northern girls
come to Clemson, but suffice
it to say that all conjectures
seem to point to other de-

sires than those of intellectual
motivation.
If someone were to line up
a hundred Clemson students,
I guarantee that I could tell
which ones were Yankees and
which were Rebs, with ninety
per cent accuracy or better.
The Southerner looks more
relaxed and is usually at
ease.
The Northerner appears more anxious; you can
tell he comes from an area
where living is a hustle-andbustle of fever-pitched activity.
He looks at his wrist watch
more often; he talks so fast
that complete sentences become single words. Whoa,,
Yank! Take it easy. You want
to be liked in the South? Then
slow down a little. You should
know that you can't do ten
things at once. And talk a little slower, please. That staccato rasping of your voice is
a wire brush on Southern eardrums. No, of course you
won't have to change your
whole personality to get
along in the South. The amperage is fine; the voltage
is just too high.
NO PARTYSCHOOL
Anyone who thinks that
Clemson has a wild campus
is either very naive or very
stupid. However, from personal experience I would
have to say that the percentage of Northern students who
go wild at Clemson is much
higher than the Southern
fraction. I am afraid this may
be due to the fact that the

same
Northerners
come
down here with all kinds of
ideas as to what college life
should be (due to their acquaintance
with certain
Northern colleges) and convince themselves into acting
according to those ideas. But
Penn State is Penn State,
Brown is Brown, and Clemson is Clemson. Penn State is
known as a "party school,"
but it doesn't logically follow
that wanton drinking on campus must be good for a college's reputation because Penn
State is a well-known university. If half of the undergraduates at Brown wear filthy
and fetid dungarees (with the
accent on the first syllable)
and engineer boots to class,
let them continue to do so, but
don't "gross us out" at Clemson, youse guys.
All Northerners are encouraged to keep in mind that
as a foreign minority element
in a very predominantly
Southern student body, they
represent to the Rebels everything above the MasonDixon line from Pennsylvania
to the northernmost tip of
New England. Since they lost
the Civil War, the troops of
the North have been trying
to regain some of the antebellum esteem they held, but
some of the soldiers are undisciplined and are hindering the progress of the march.
All Clemson men who are cTbt
of step, CHANGE STEP,
MARCH!

such as these:
A student initiated program
of foreign study correlated
with the normal curriculums
of the University (such as a
"Junior Year Abroad" program);
Student membership on all
policy-making bodies of the
University, specifically the
regular meeting of students
with the boards and committees which determine academic
and administrative
policy;
Course and instructor evaluation by students, giving
professors the reactions of
students to enable them to
evaluate the effectiveness of
their work and to improve
their instructional technique;

nonsensical and unenforceable rules and to insert reasonable and logical regulations designed for maturing
young men and women; and
A cooperative venture to
improve the social life on our
campus, including a rational
inspection of our drinking
regulations.
These programs are not
grabs for power by students—
contrarily, these are a challenge to all facets of Clemson to allow this university
to grow toward the ideal of a
responsible, responsive student body actively participating in their education
through stimulating interaction with an interested, dedicated staff, both in and out of
the classroom.

A Student Speaker Bureau
—a group of students to bring
to Clemson speakers of concern and controversy today,
possibly through a "Greater
Issues Series" or the like;

The Illinois State University
newspaper articulates this
viewpoint most effectively:'
"There is a great, sullen apathy here—it is the student's
responsibility to oppose what
seems to be an easy way to
receive a diploma.... We must
not be parasites in the academic community."

An Honor System to include
lying, cheating, and stealing;
The renovation of the student regulations to remove

LETTER TO TOM

Roger Elbert, a contributor
to Collegiate Press Service,
goes further: "The university
we live in is ours. It is open
to our voice and action, or
we are not students here at
all. If we must accept without
question the decisions of wise
men who think they are acting
benevolently for what they
perceive to be our good, we
are not scholars here, but only
customers."

No Problems
Dear Tom,
We believe that there are
Clemson gentlemen. It has to
be a Clemson gentleman who
stands at a door and patiently holds it open while a
stream of coeds slowly pass
through. Who else but a Clemson gentleman would understandingly wait while coeds
deliberate over which dessert
contains the least amount of
calories?
Who besides a minority of
one would expect a Clemson
male to take the time from his
own busy schedule to carry a
bag
of
laundry
across
campus?

Specific points in the above ►
proposals may well be debated and many new ideas
will hopefully be added as
these programs develop, but
one fact is indisputable—that
Clemson's student body, faculty, and staff face this year
an
unprecedented
opportunity for understanding and
collective effort toward their
common goal of development a most profitable and
flexible educational environment for the Clemson student,
dent. We wish the best success
to the progressive new ideas.

We feel that a Clemson
coed gets enough special attention to boost her ego.
Don't knock the Clemson
gentleman because he does
exist!
Contented Coeds

When In Clemson Or Atlanta,
Cops And Tickets Are A Pain
By FRANK PEARCE
For those of you who might have noticed the
improvement of the editorial page last week, Pearce
is back in print again. And in the sacred corner of
the Associate Editor, no less. Sir Charles is beset
with a round of quizzes and has graced us with
his absence this week.
Due to my absence in the past issue, the ax I had
intended to grind remains unground. So I will use
a few swiftian strokes of the printed word here,
and then move on to more pleasant topics.
Two weeks ago, we had our first home football
game. To say that there were thousands of visitors' to the campus would not be to overstate the
situation. To say that there were probably more
than a hundred parking violations would also be
true. These violations were made by students and
visitors alike, but as this writer pointed out in a
previous column, tickets are given indiscriminately.
As a result, many visitors were given tickets, which
is ro big thing, since any visitor can have a ticket
invalidated or can simply throw it away as he
might do a parking ticket in a strange town.
But the manner in which many of these tickets
- were given and the impression left upon many visitors as they received tickets or watched students
getting tickets is a big thing. Chief Weeden has
instructed his men to give a ticket when they have
to, but not to do it as if they enjoyed it. Well,
Chief, your boys aren't falling down on their job,
but two weeks ago they tumbled to aflat blank zero
in their attitude. This writer was witness to several
incidents that left rather a bad taste and many
more were reported.
Courtesy is a cheap commodity. It might be to
good advantage if we diverted a few of the monies
collected from pacing violations and enrolled
some of our local gendarmes in a simplified
Carnegie course.
And now in defense of Bob Rolli, who is quite
capable of defending himself and needs no help
from yours truly. His column seemed not to
make itself welcome with many of the student
body last week, but it was not a diatribe of school
spirit that some thought it to be. Rather, it was
what might be termed an inverted appeal for a
continuing and increasing school spirit. But as
Coach Howard has aptly phrased it, "There ain't
nothin' that makes school spirit better than winnin'
goes." And we might also remember what Sir
Charles pointed out, that school spirit includes far
more than yelling at a football game.
And for all of you who will enter the jaws of the
monster known as Grant Field tomorrow: Remember, you may be canned if you try selling any Tech
tickets at the gates. Georgia is still victim to some
archaic law that prohibits this on the part of private individuals. Last year several of our students
were locked up for this gross violation of civil
law.
Also, Troops, keep your spirits in your lungs
and not in obvious flasks or tell-tell paper sacks.
Spirits in containers are strictly verboten. Furthermore, you cannot take radios into this paradise of
a stadium, nor movie cameras, and this year they
may even have put field glasses on the contraband
list. Don't be surprised if they make you put out
your cigarettes and then take away your Clemson
banner. Don't be surprised at anything those people
do...they could stand a Carnegie course themselves.
And don't be surprised when we put a Tiger in
that Ramblin' Wreck and use it like a tractor to
plow up Grant Field. They call us "country bumpkins," "hayseeds", and "big fat farm boys," but
when we harvest their crop Saturday it's going to
be the most ruinous devastation seen in Atlanta
since Sherman went through with ten thousand
Yankees waving swords in one hand and torches
in the other.
For a parting note and an example of school
spirit supreme, six Clemson men (who live in the
right side of fourth barracks) last weekend piled
into a forty-nine Chevy on Friday afternoon. A
dead battery, four quarts of oil, and ten hours
later they arrived in Charlottesville, Virginia. They
had come to see the Tigers play.
They breezed (or wheezed) into town with the
old Chevy streaming purple and orange banners
and sporting signs that read, "Beat H. out of U.
Va." Each rounded up a ticket to the game and
made his way to the stadium, only to find that
they weren't the only Clemson men suffering from
a strong dose of school spirit (or out-and-out insanity). Several of the troops had made a similar
excursion. They weren't the greatest in numbers
but as one Virginia fan remarked, "There aren't
many of them, but they sure are loud!"
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Physics, Research, Stress
And Superconductivity

OCT. 7, 8, 9

By JOHN LANE
TIGER Feature Writer
EDITOR'S NOTE:
' This is hopefully the first of
many articles concerning the research projects of the several
graduate schools on the rapidly expanding Clemson University campus.
This series is
aimed at removing misconceptions about graduate re-.
search and defining specifically
many of the particular projects
which are being undertaken.
For undergraduate students
this should reveal the broad
range of graduate studies which
can be followed at the present
time in a university which is
constantly expandinggraduate
facilities for research and study.
The ensuing article has its setting in the cryogenics laboratory of the Physics Building.
Under the research guidance
of Dr. H. E. Yogel of the Physics Department, several graduate students follow research
projects whose goal is to add
original knowledge in the field
of super-conductivity, and, ultimately, for the students to
achieve either the Masters or
Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Physics. The field of superconductivity, although a reasonably well-known one has nevertheless many undetermined factors. The graduate students,
Robert R. Marchini and William J. Reid, Jr. are trying to
clarify some of these undetermined factors.
To insure understanding of
the following, two terms may
need defining. The transition
temperature is the temperature
at which superconductivity occurs; and superconductivity is
the point, at a very low temperature, near absolute zero, where
a conductor has near-infinite
conductivity or zero resistance.
All superconductors have transition temperatures below 18
degrees Kelvin. But most will
be below 5 degrees Kelvin. This
is more than 450 degrees belowzero on the Fahrenheit scale.
Mr. Reid is working on the
superconductive properties of
thin metal films, and more specifically on the effects of strain
on the transition temperature.
It has been determined that, in
many cases, stretching or compressing these thin metallic
films (from lOU-1500 Angstroms thick) effects a change
in the transition temperature of
the metal. Mr. Reid is confining his present research to work
with the white, malleable element, indium. Later on, the
properties of the element lead
will be investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL"
APPARATUS
The complex apparatus can
be broken down into several
basic components necessary for
the experimentation: The cryostat, the vacuum pumps and
their auxiliary equipment, in
addition to liquid nitrogen and
helium used in the cryostat to
obtain
the extremely low
temperatures.
The cryostat is merely a device for obtaining and controlling very low temperatures. A
very thin glass plate or sub-

strate is connected to the bottom the film, the thickness of the
extremity of the internal por- glass plate, and the amount
tion of the cryostat with its three (inches) it is moved. Thus it is
cylindrical chambers into hoped that the transition tempwhich the liquid gases will be erature as a function of stress
transfered. A small quantity of can be determined.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
pure indium metal is placed in
Previous research at Cleman oven also at the bottom
of the cryostat. After the son in the Physics Department
"vacuum
bottles within a concluded that the thickness of
vacuum bottle" have been the thin metal film had a direct
sealed and all the connections effect on the transition temperahave been made properly, the tures. The earlier research had
air remaining inside the cryo- not determined whether the
stat is evacuated with the elab- change in transition temperaorate vacuum pumping meth- ture had occurred because of
ods until the pressure inside is the difference in thickness ofthe
ten-millionths of a millimeter metal films, or as a result of
of mercury. To attain the low the intrinsic strain which detemperatures necessary, the velops in all thin metal films.
liquid nitrogen and helium are Mr. Reid and Dr. Vogel would
transfered into the separate con- like to find the causes of this eftainers held within the three fect. They would like to deterfoot high vacuum which is the mine if stretching a metal film
external jacket of the cryostat. at a particular low temperaWhen the liquid gases are in- ture will cause a change in the
troduced, the pressure around superconductive properties of
the glass plate will be further the metal. Supposedly, stretching the metal would have the
reduced to one hundredmillionth of a millimeter of mer- opposite effect of compressing
it. After this research is comcury.
plete it is hoped that the tranFORMATION OF THE
sition temperature can be exMETAL FILM
At this point the indium is pressed as a function of stress.
AIM OF RESEARCH
vaporized in its oven. Because
It is hoped that the reader
of the very low pressure, the
indium molecules will have a realizes this research has a spelonger mean free path; that is, cific aim, as all research does.
they will encounter few other And this aim is to contribute
molecules in their haphazard some original knowledge to a
movement. The hot indium field. To increase the undermolecules which strike the cold standing of superconductivity
glass plate adhere uniformly, is the aim in this case. Although
and a thin film of the metal this research may not revobuilds up. The thickness can be lutionize living7 in the '60's, it
controlled by observing the de- can foreseeable have much to
crease in resistance as the film add to the future. Much research
gets thicker since four electrodes has been done on seemingly irand
unimportant
are attached to the glass plate relevant
and metal film. These electrodes topics arriving at what seems to
are attached to a potentiometer, be worthless information. But
which permits the resistance of often this information evolves
the film to be determined. By into undreamed of advances in
pouring the liquid nitrogen into various fields, some not even
its internal compartment of the related to the original research.
crostat and finally pouring the Possibly an ironic example' is
liquid helium into the bottom- Einstein's famous equation
most internal container, temp- concerning matter and energy
eratures close to absolute zero which he never dreamed would
can be reached. The tempera- be used by another scientist to
ture of the liquid helium is 4.2 create the hydrogen bomb.
degrees Kelvin at constant pressure, and temperatures below
this value can be obtained by
decreasing the pressure above
the liquid helium inside the
cryostat. In this research done
By MYRA LANGER
in the cryogenics lab of the
TIGER Feature Writer
Physics Building, the temperaGray Walsh, president of the
ture has been reduced to two destudent body, a well-known figgrees Kelvin.
ure at Clemson both behind a
APPLYING STRESS
speaker's podium and in a
(TO METAL FILM)
cheerleader's uniform, is one of
A linear motion apparatus,
the most versatile people on
operable from outside the cryo- campus. In addition to being an
stat, is attached to the bottom of active member of Scabbard and
the cryostat adjacent to the
Blade and a member of Tiger
glass plate to which the film of Brotherhood, he is also a hall
indium adheres. This device is supervisor and a Blue Key
in contact with the lower end of Pledge. Academically, Gray is
the glass plate, while the upper
a senior English major who
end of the plate is attached and plans to enter law school after
immovable. The linear motion
his graduation from Clemson.
apparatus is calibrated so that
Gray has done much to instill
the movement of the plate will that "Clemson spirit" in the
be known to an accuracy of freshman class and to bring out
one-thousandth of an inch. As
some of the dormant spirit in
the plate is bent, a stretching
the upperclassmen. Commentor contracting of the thin metal
ing on the spirit shown at the
film occurs.
The amount of
N. C. State game, Gray said,
strain can be determined by the
"The cheering at the game was
knowledge of the thickness of
all right, considering this was
the first game. A few of the
freshmen seemed more interested in their dates than in the ballgame, but for the most part the
spirit shown was good. For the
rest of the school term, I am expecting the Clemson students to
be actively engaged in supporting the school in all its activities. "
Looking ahead into the coming year, Gray is full of hopes
and ambitions for Clemson. "I
suppose every student body
president hopes for a better
year than his predecessor had,
and I am no exception. I have
the same hopes and ambitions
that most of the campus leaders
have—to help Clemson grow. If
the spirit and willingness to
work which was exhibited at the

Woowin' Plus Persuadin' Equals 'The Rainmaker'

Lizzie, played by Becky Carlton, dazzled by Starbuck's arresting personality,
has succumbed to his advances. Alex Kehayes plays the part of Starbuck. (Photos
by Jorn Purdy)
By TIGER Feature Writer
With the Clemson Players
promising free rain for all those
that come see "The Rainmaker", Doug 1-ernandez, president of the organization, was
consulted on what other kind of
theater-fare the Players would
be bringing to Clemson this
year.
Doug was sure that the Players would try to put on another
play this fall, but that as for
now he was worrying about
how much rain he can get Alex
Kehayes, the "rainmaker" to
make.
"There will be other productions this year but we are now
concentrating on this play," he
stated. "We must consider audience reaction and other factors
before we can do anything."
Asked what kind of plays the
club might be doing Doug responded, "I hope that we can
branch out and reach into all
spheres of drama and theater.
I think we could do a musical
next semester or a serious play
with 'some literary appeal' as
Mr. DuVal, our adviser suggests."

File, the deputy sheriff, played by Duke LaGrone.
isn't so sure about Starbuck's advances to Lizzie and
neither are the rest of the Curry family.

Questioned about some of
the problems involved in putting on "The Rainmaker"Doug
stated that every part ofthe production presented technical difficulties. "Comedies are tricky
plays to do," he commented.
"The actor must know how long
to wait for a laugh before he

Harris Tweed
$29.95

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EAST:

JUDGE KELLER

Students!
You don't have to know how to write to work on the
If yoo are interested, come up any Monday, Tues-

day or Wednesday night to the office, top floor of the
Student Center.

somewhat wistfully.
"I hope that the funds recent-'
ly given to Clemson by the state
legislature will not be used to
erect an 'all everything type'
of auditorium. That's the easy
way out. Thope that the university will model a unique
theater that would attract
people from not only the local
area but also from the state and
surrounding
areas.
That
uniqueness could be captured
in an adaption of a Shakespearian theater, inside and out."
Doug said that Clemson
could constantly present productions by local stock groups,
and other college drama clubs.
"The plays wouldn't necessarily have to be Shakespearian
but we could bring the 'performing arts' to Clemson in a
big way. One problem to stop
this from happening though—
money."

Since Clemson had an abundHow many bedrooms are
Where is the elevator in Death
ant number of female "rats" there in the Calhoun Mansion? Valley?
this fall, a Rat Appeals Court
What is Fort Hill?
What did Georgia Tech
was set up to provide "rat" acWho wrote "Dixie"?
present to Clemson last year?
tivities for coeds. The Appeals
When was Clemson founded?
What is the official name of
Court consisted of five upperWhen did Clemson become a
the P and A building?
classmen Coeds: Jane Price,
Give a brief history of the
University?
Chairman; Elaine Wilson, El
When did Clemson become
Hanover House.
Dion, Fizzie Jackson, and Lib- non-military?
Who
is
Miss
Clemson
ba Keever. The court decided to
How does the pendulum in the
1964-65?
give freshman girls a question- physics building work?
Who is the Homecoming
The Rainmaker will be prenaire to have completed within
What is the oldest building in
Queen 1964-65?
three days.
How many graves are en- sented October 7, 8, and 9 in
use?
The purpose of the test was
What are four traditions in the
closed in the fence on Ceme- the Food and Industries Auditorium at 8 p.m. There will be
to familiarize freshman coeds Clemson-Carolina game?
tery Hill?
no admission charge.
with the history, traditions, and
When was Death Valley built?
Where is the Tea House?
organizations of Clemson University. The girls were allowed
to receive help from anyone.
They also made use of Taps,
Blue Key, Y. M. C. A. Hand(With the authority of the Leen-look,
book, and they made visits to
many of the buildings on
you can convince her that going out...is out.)
campus.
If any coed failed the quiz or
did not turn it in, she had to
appear before rat court. LaVern Williams was the only
"rat" to receive 100 per cent
on the test.
Based on the test scores, cooperation and interest shown,
the Appeals Court made a list
of "Damn Good Rats."
For next year the Rat Appeals Court plans to revise the
test, adding more questions and
lengthening the amount of time
required to complete the test.
The following are a few ofthe
fifty-two questions the girls were
asked to answer. Could you
answer them?
What is the name of the galGRAY WALSH
lery in the Architecture buildbeginning of this school year ing?
continues, this should be a
List the life members on the
really fine year for the Univer- Board of Trustees.
sity."
Who is the president of
Gray encourages all students IPTAY?
who are interested in helping
The first coed came in what
with the student government to year?
get in touch with him or Danny
There is a portrait of whom
Speights, the Attorney General. in the Ceramics Building?
"We need all the help and sugList the presidents of all the
gestions the students offer in or- classes.
der to orient the student governList the nine social fraternities
ment work around the students. and three sororities.
If any student has a suggestion
How many acres does Clemto improve the student govern- son University own?
ment, he may drop it in the sugWhat is unusual about Thomgestion box on the loggia, or as Clemson's bed?
see me personally."
Commenting at the recent provided the most effective leadTiger Banquet, Dr. R. C. Ed- ership of any student body preswards had this to say: "I have ident during this period."
This opinion seems to be conbeen at Clemson for the beginsensus of the Clemson student
nings of semesters for ten years,
and I think Gray Walsh has body.

$19.95

TIGER.

the limits of a budget, but I
am sure these will be ironed
out before the play opens."
When asked what the Players' future was, Doug responded, "We all dream too much
about having a place to put
on our plays and for other
groups to perform," he said

"When Was Death Valley Built"

Other Wool

*HE DOESN'T REAUV KNOW THE ANSWER, BUT HE
FI6URES A GOOD OFFENSE IS THE BEST DEFENSE."

starts his next line. The dialogue can't be too fast and it
can't be that slow either. Lines
must be rehearsed so that the
audience will not miss the most
subtle sarcasim."
Doug continued, "there are
problems with programs, the
audience, building sets within

Alex Kehayes, who plays the part of
the rainmaker, starts his pitch to capture
the heart of Lizzie Curry, played by Becky
Carlton.

COED QUIZ

Meet Gray Walsh

SPORT COATS

Page 3

Cologne, 6 02., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
-^^
Buddha Cologne Gift Pacing«, 12 oz., $8.50__^Sp- m.
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set. $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
SWANK, HE* YO»K - ion Ditraiauroe

You can date for less in Lee Leens.

Slide into a pair
of Lee Leens.
Take along your banjo.
You'll have a captive
audience when she sees
you in those low-riding,
hip-hugging Leens. (They
really do something
for your shoulders.) Those
arrow-narrow legs give you
dash she never suspected,
and those git-along pockets
show you're a stickler for
detail. Great way to date; no
pain in the wallet. But, you
need the authority of Lee
Leens to get away with it.
Shown, Lee Leens in Lastic
Stretch Denim, a blend of
75% cotton and 25% nylon.
Sanforized. In Wheat,
Faded Blue, Loden and
Blue Denim. $6.98.
Other Leens from

$4.98 to $6.98.

iee Leens
H.D. Lee Company, Inc., Kansas City.43r+to.
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Yes, Virginia, The Name Is TIGERS
By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Editor
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Fa.-Gosh, it's cold in
this room. Where's my blanket? Oh, somebody's
got it on the floor.
What time is it? Eight o'clock. Well, guess I
can take a shower.
Weather...ah, yeah...weather. Sure looks good
over those Virginia hills with the sun shining.
Crisp and cool—perfect football weather.
Man, this shower sure feels good.
How about somebody getting that phone! No,
no, no. Pick it up and say hello—don't just set it
down.
"The man at the desk says it's 8:30."
Eight thirty, that is nice. Now to get dressed and
get some food. Oh, no. You mean I didn't bring but
one shirt. Well nobody will notice. I'll keep my coat
on.
"Felix let's go."
"By the way, what is your last name, Felix?"
"Felix Nepveau—um, uh, Nepvo—Nepveax—ah,
forget it."
"So you work for Bill Goodrich. An engineer and
you're only a freshman. WSBF has made a veteran
of you in a short while."
Let's see...what to order? Ah yes, country ham.
They ought to be able to fix that pretty well, being as how this is the Shenandoah Valley. And two
eggs and grits and coffee.
Much later...Wonder if we'll get served? "Hey,
waiter, how about some coffee?"
Guess they don't serve Country Gentlemen asfast
as Cavaliers. That lady over there has come and
gone while we've been sitting here.
Man, this was almost worth the wait. They can't
cook fast up here, but they sure can cook.
The Washington Post—let's see what they have to
say about the Tigers. No longer white meat, eh.
These Virginia writers don't like 'ole Howard's
colorful quotes; they get insulted.
Let's see...four post cards should be enough. Parents, Uncle, Uncle, and oh yeah, girl.
Well, time to go to the stadium. Wonder what kind
of field they have here at Charlottesville. Mmmm...
pretty big, seats all of 20,000.
"Leonard, what are you doing with those binoculars?"
"Ah ha, surveying the stands. Let me hold these
things." Very interesting. Well, this might not be so
bad after all.
Here come the Tigers. This thing is getting ready
to start. Hope we beat them bad, I'm the nervous
type.
Halftime already, gee that was quick. Things
aren't looking good. The line hasn't been firing
out...Virginia's offense is looking great...we're
down 14-7...our defense must be tired...this sandwich doesn't taste worth a durn...we're in trouble.
I'm not worried now. Boy, that was a real Clemson drive—seven minutes and twenty-seven seconds—straight down the field, nearly all on the
ground. We've got them for sure now.
Bad field position is killing us. Man, we've got to
get moving, time is running out. Only seven minutes
to go and we're on our own 29. Maybe...
Well, well, well. We're ahead, 20-14. Fourth down
and 10 for Virginia, we've got 'em now. Oh no!
Pincavage just couldn't have caught that ball. It's
getting tense.
"Mac," I love you. What a tackle.
Way to go, Butch, that'll teach them to throw a
screen.
That's the ball game, 'ole Page has sewed it up.
I knew all the time we were going to win. They
couldn't stop us. Never lost my confidence.
What's that noise from the dressing room...

"BEAT TECH, BEAT TECH, BEAT HELL
OUT OF TECH!"
So long, Bessie.
'!5S525HE52525HS2525SSE52W5EJ5H5E5ZS252^

NEED CREPE PAPER
FOR HOME COMING
DISPLAYS ? ?
PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH US NOW!
HARPERS
5 & 10c STORE

At Quarterback,
Ray Fires 3 TDs

In The Secondary,
One Named Marion
puts pressure on him."
Marion through a minute to
decide what was the toughest
thing for him to learn as a defensive back. "I guess I would
have to say learning to read
the keys has been my biggest
One of the Tigers who did problem. You see, I must key
my movements on a man in the
what Howard told him to do
was right safety Phil Marion. offensive backfield or line. The
Marion was one of the four man I have to watch is called
players singled out by the my key. When the offensive
coaching staff for an outstand- formation shifts or changes, my
ing performance in last Satur- key will change, too."
The coaches judged Marion
day's game with Virginia.
Marion went on to say, to be the best back as far as
"Coach Howard was calm and proper position on the field
appeared confident at the half. was concerned against the CavHe didn't seem worried that we aliers.
Phil thought that Georgia
were down 14-7. He just told
us to go out the second half Tech would run more than Virand drive straight down the ginia. "Tech will be the best
field and score—then to hit them running team we have faced so
with all we had and we could far. I'm not really worried,
however. I'm sincere when I say
win."
that I think MacElmurray and
Virginia completed 19 of 35 Joey Branton are two of the
passes for 206 yards and most best for a back to have to play
of their total yardage. On face behind. They are so quick and
value these totals do not look tough to move that it makes my
too good. However, Marion job a lot easier."
was not dismayed by the
Ten stitches were taken in
figures.
Marion's nose and face during
"I think they will be the best the game. "Branton and I colpassing team we will face all lided head on while trying to
year. Coach Howard has told make a tackle. His face guard
us that he feels the most im- came up under my mask. It
portant job of the secondary is
to keep receivers from getting
behind them, so that the opposition will not get an easy
touchdown. All those yards
passing didn't get them a TD.
By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Editor
"Coach Howard told us what
to do at the half, and we went
out and did it. It was the most
amazing thing I've seen."

"Pro teams have a hard time
defending against the type of
short passes that Virginia threw
against us. They over-loaded
one side or the other. Two receivers went through and then
Pincavage followed them. Pincavage would hook or curl over
by the sideline and he was almost impossible to stop, even
when he was covered.
"I guess you noticed that we
weren't rushing everybody we
could have. You can't let those
quarterbacks get to the sidelines, so the ends were not coming hard.
"What actually happened
most of the time was that we
rushed only three men. They
did a terrific job. When Johnson (Rick), "Mac" (MacElmurray), and Gunnels (Dan) put
the rush on like they did several times Saturday, they make
our job a lot easier.
"The pass interception that I
got could easily been given to
the line. They pressured Davis,
and he threw the ball when he
shouldn't have."
Phil thought that Hodges was
a better quarterback than
Davis, at least in our game. He
judged that Hodges was the
more poised of the two and
calls Davis the "Cunningham of
football".
"You remember how Cunningham (UNC basketball
star) used to get mad and blow
his top when things didn't go
his way. Well, Davis is the same
way. When things are going
well, he is a tremendous threat,
but he gets rattled if the defense

Through The "Briar Patch"
was one of those freak accidents."
"Let me say that I think one
of the big assets on this year's
team, and I know to me personally, has been the leadership of Bill Hecht and Johnny

Boyette. We have ayoungteam
and to have someone like these
two boys that you know you
can depend on to be ready on
Saturday means a lot. They
give it all they've got and kind
of pick up everyone else with
their desire."

Hecht An FFV, Shows
Home Folks Right Way
By JERRY BARON
TIGER Sports Writer

only fair.

"Last Saturday was a team
Throwing Virginia quarter- effort. I was lucky, too. I was
back Hodges for a nine-yard[ just in the position to make as
loss was one of ten tackles that many of the tackles that I did.
earned Bill Hecht a nomination This is the first time I've ever
by the coaches as one of four played on a team with such
outstanding players in last Sat- spirit. Tomorrow, I hope I can
urday's game.
help the team like they helped
The tackle put a stop to a Vir- me up at Virginia before all my
ginia drive in the second half. relatives and friends.
The score was tied, 14-14, at
One can't pick any one person
that time.
out on this team. We're really
It was a tense game for Hecht strong in depth. Some people
as every move he made was think that with two platoons
watched closely by his private you only have 2 men at each
fan club. Numbering 16, they
came from his home town of
Staunton, only 38 miles away.
Playing linebacker, 6'-0",
205 pound, Hecht is a senior
majoring in history. This is his
fourth year on the Tiger team
and his first year in the linebacker slot. Hecht was moved
to linebacker after playing center for two years and guard for
one.

position. This is not true. Actually we're four deep at each
position since each man is
taught to "flip-flop", that is, he
can play either side.
I don't believe the sophomores are really sophomores.
You don't have to worry about
them."
The big thing coming up is
Tech. "The season is young.
We'll have our hands full with
U. N. C, Georgia, and Maryland, but beating Tech tomorrow means even more to me
than beating Virginia."

Keep Your Eyes On The Ball

Baker's Cubs Face Tough Blue Imps Today

Coach Art Baker will send
quarterback; Ron Miller (Niles,
his Clemson freshmon against
Ohio) at flanker; Bobby Bergthe Duke Blue Imps this Frimann (St. Augustine, Fla.) at
day afternoon in Durham in
tailback; and Ray Plyler (Lanthe first of five games for the
caster) at fullback.
Cubs.
On defense, the forward wall
After this encounter the frosh
has
the following: Sandy
return to "Tobacco Road" a
Wright (Knoxville, Tenn.) and
week later to play Wake Forest
Ronnie Ducworth (Anderson)
at Winston-Salem
and then
on the flanks; Dean Halefjian
have the last three games at
(Teaneck, N. J.) and Mike
home against Georgia (Oct.
15), Georgia Tech (Oct. 29)
and South Carolina (Nov. 5).
Baker, in his first year at
Clemson, has had his squad toBy TIM O'RILEY
gether since Aug. 19th. He will
TIGER Sports Wrter
probably start an offensive line
U. S. C. vs. N. C. State
averaging around 210 pounds
If North Carolina State has
against the Blue Imps and a any hopes of upending South
defensive forward wall coming Carolina this Saturday night at
in at 208 per man.
Columbia, the Wolfpack had
Baker said his starting of- better have a good lead at halffensive and defensive lineups time.
were just about set, although
Coach Marvin Bass' Gamethere is a possibility that two cocks have scored 29 points in
or three players will go both splitting its two games with The
ways.
Citadel and Duke, and all of the
The probable offensive line- Gamecocks' scoringhasbeenin
up could read like this:
the second half.
Sammy Elgin (Hartsville)
South Carolina seems to have
and Thorny Smith (Augusta, found their hope for talent in
Ga.) at the ends; John Cagle Greenville- quarterback, Mike
(Cayce) and Joe Lhotsky (Bal- Fair. State wll be adequate
timore, Md.) the tackles; Billy testing ground for any sophWare (Varnville) and Steve omore, however.
Duke vs. Rice
Pavliak (Greensburg, Pa.) the
Duke's Blue Devils will give
guards; and Stu Mulligan (Lutherville, Md.) at center.
the Owls of Rice a "Run-forIn the backfield are Tom Eng- the-money" tomorrow. Long
lish (Winston-Salem, N. C.) at runs have keyed two victories

the game, "Maybe Ray just'
wanted to build up his passing
percentage."
The Columbia senior was
even more effective in the winning touchdown drive in the
final minutes of the fourth
quarter. Once with a third and
six situation at the Clemson 33,
he passed to end Edgar McGee
for 12 yards and a first down.
With third and two at the Vir- j
ginia 47, the "Razor"pickedup
four for another first down. And
again, with five yards to go on
third down at the Cav's 22,
Ray got the necessary yardage
by inches.
This set the stage for the winning touchdown as Ray threw
a 16-yard strike to Bell on the
next play.
Altogether, Ray carried for
nine times against the Cavaliers
and picked up 34 yards. He '
wasn't thrown fora loss during
the game.
Howard gives credit to his alternate offensive unit for getting
the first score, although Ray
passed to end Stu Caplan from
the one for the score. Jimmy Addison carried his team 59 yards
downfield before leaving with a
slight limp. In the drive Addison had two runs for 30 yards
and for two games has rushed
five times for 67 yards.
"I think we have two quarterbacks who compliment each
other," Howard said, "and
we're gonna use 'em against
Georgia Tech Saturday just like
in the first two games. I hope
they are as successful against
those Yellow-Jackets."

Pick A Queen!
All those organizations
who wish to enter a young
lady of their choice in the
Homecoming Queen contest
can pick up an information
form at the Office of Student Affairs. On this form
will be all information
needed concerning the annual Homecoming Queen
contest.

Soccer Scrimmage Toughens Team For Opener

"What really impressed me in
the Virginia game was that Pincavage. He really made some
spectacular catches. Davis was
a disappointment. Last year, he
was the finest football player
I ever saw, but this year, he
was completely overshadowed
by the coolness of Hodges.
"I played opposite four different guards last Saturday as
Virginia kept switching line-ups
on me. For all the write-ups
their line has received, I was
not impressed at all. They were

By STEVE RIFKIN
TIGER Sports Writer
"I don't think there is an
award for the most improved
player in the nation," Coach
Howard noted after last week's
game with Virginia, "but
there should be one established,
and I think ole Razor would
win it hands down."
Many a quarterback has
thrown more than four completions which totaled better
than 32 yards and anyone seeing four for eight in passing
statistics would not be overly
impressed.
But further investigation reveals that three of these four
completions went for touchdowns...enough to make a defensive backfield coach bring
out the ice pack. And if this
be true Thomas Ray put the
ice-making machines to work
in Charlottesville last Saturday.
Ray, the senior Tiger quarterback, threw 3 touchdown
aerials in the 20-14 Clemson
victory over the Virginia Cavaliers.
Twenty of Ray's 32
yards were wrapped up in completions which went for touchdowns.
On the tieing second touchdown which statistically covered two yards to end Wayne
Bell, the Columbia senior could
have shook hands with the head
linesman and still had plenty of
time to score. Fullback Bo Ruffner had carried out his fake so
well that seven men made a
lunge at him while Ray was
tossing to Bell.
The Tigers had been on the
short end of a 14-7 count at
halftime, but "Razor" got the
club moving when they received
the second half kickoff. In this
particular drive Ray had two
back-to-back runs.
One covered two yards with a
third and five situation at the
Virginia 11. On the next play
(4th and 3) Ray picked up eight
precious yards which gave the
Tigers a first down at the Cavalier two. Two plans later Ray
and Bell hooked up on their
first of two scoring passes.
Coach Frank Howard said
after looking at the movies of

Locklair (Great Falls) at tackle; George Burnett (Chamblee,
Ga.) and Jimmy Catoe (Kershaw) backing up the line; and
Jackie Jackson (Marion) as
middle guard.
In the defensive secondary
are Randy Bell (Greenwood) at
right corner; Ken Smith (Myrtle
Beach) at left corner; Billy Am-

mons (Camden) at right safety;
and Chuck Werner (Travelers
Rest) at left safety.
Also expected to see action,
possibly both ways, are Bob
Craig (Port St. Joe, Fla.) at
quarterback and right safety;
Riley McLane (Abbeville), defensive and offensive tackle;
and Johnny Gilstrap (Liberty),
either flanker or tailback.

Atlantic Coast Conference Preview
for the Blue Devils, over Virginia (21-7) and U. S. C.
(20-16). Rice was defeated 4214, by L. S. U. last week.
Maryland vs. Syracuse
Off to a winning start for the
first time since 1962, the University of Maryland's Terps
will lost no time in beginning
preparations for Syracuse, to
be met at Maryland Saturday in
one of the home schedule's
two big games. It will be the
12th meeting of the teams who
are tied, 5-5-1.
Syracuse was tabbed the top
team in the East, but was upset
by Miami of Florida last week,
23-0. Maryland picked as the
team to beat in the ACC should
have their hands full.
Virginia vs. North Carolina
"Poor 'ole Virginia "is having
it rough this season. Defeated
by Duke and Clemson in its
initial conference action, the

Cavaliers face a Tar Heel team
fresh from a resounding victory
over Ohio State in Columbus,
Ohio.
Virginia's vaunted passing
attack will face a rugged North
Carolina line in only one of
the day's fierce battles.
Georgia vs. Michigan
Big, tough Georgia will be
traveling toAnn Arbor to play
Michigan who was picked number one in the Big Ten this year.
Both teams are undefeated,
with the Bulldogs having a
more impressive showing that
includes a victory over Alabama.

Beat Hell
Out'a Tech

Last Tuesday the Clemson
Soccer Team held its first intersquad scrimmage under
game conditions. The game seesawed back and forth and in the
last moments of the game
Dikran
"Turk" Drnekian
scored for the Red team making it a 3-3 tie.
The Blue team scored first
in the starting minutes of the
game as he came in from his
left wing position to ram a pass
past the Red's goalie Gary
Kaiser. Minutes later
Nat
Hanano scored thafirst goal for
the Red team to even the score.
The second quarter saw the
Red team scoring again just
before the end of the first half.
This time it was Nat Hanano
again picking up a loose ball
in front of the goal and kicking it home to make it 2-1 for
the Reds.
In the third quarter the Blue
team controlled the ball and
scored. David Hilsman took a
pass and booted it for the score.
The fourth period saw a fierce
struggle between both teams to
break the tie. The Blue team
scored first with David Hilsman charging hard past the Red

defense to score.
But the Red team didn't quit
as "Turk" Drnekian cunningly
dribbled past the strong Blue
defense to tie the score 3-3 with
thirty seconds remaining on the
clock.
The offense for the Red team "
was sparked with the passing
and dribbling
of Graham
Gutting and John van Ginhoven and the shooting of Nat
Hanano. The Blue team was offensively led by Bill Barrick,
Dave Gardner, and David Hilsman.
The Blues defense was directed by the play of Frank
Schmidt, who was credited with
several assists, Bob Casltes,
and Bill Collins. The Red team
was headed defensively by Mike
Crook.
This year the soccer team's
schedule is shaping up to be
one of good, tough games. A
few ACC schools have been included this year among the independent teams to be played.
"Turk" Drnekian, who was
elected captain for this year's
soccer season expressed the
hope that more people would
come to the home games as well
as the away games.

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your (fiexad) Store

SHOP OUR

1c SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
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Howard Set To Bury Yellow Jackets In Grant's Tomb
*

*

*

*

•

Angry Tech Seeks To Regain Lost Laurels
By SAMMY CARROS
He is a big, strong, fast runner downs. However, ten of his
TIGER Sports Writer
who can go inside or outside. passes were stolen by the opCoach Frank Howard takes Snow has just recovered from position. He also did most of
his spirited band of Tigers to a broken arm.
Tech's punting, averaging 37
Grant Field in Atlanta tomorThe starting fullback will be yards for 48 boots.
row in an attempt to break an Jeff Davis, 6-0, 209-pound senIndications are, however,
old jinx.
ior. Davis is the short yardage that Kim King, a 6-1, 171In his 26 years as head coach man and is also a fine blocker. pound junior from Atlanta
at Clemson, Howard has de- Last season he averaged 3.4 will be starting. King did most
feated the Georgia Tech Yellow yards on 97 attempts. Tommy of the signal calling against
Jackets only once in nine Carlisle, a 6-1, 198-pound jun- Texas A&M last week and engames. This lone victory came ior, may alternate with Davis. gineered Tech to its only touchin 1945 to the tune of 21-7. Last Carlisle is one of the best block- down.
year Tech eked out a 14-7 win. ers Dodd has coached and is
Tech's offensive line is bolMany pre-season polls picked expected to lead the interference stered by experience. Gary WilTech's Yellow Jackets to be one for Tech's speedsters.
liams, a 6-1,198-pound senior,
of the strong independents in
The Yellow Jackets' reserve will play tight end. Playing the
the nation. The reasoning be- backs are wingback Craig wide end will be Mike Fortier,
hind this was two-fold. First, Baynham, tailback Giles Smith, a 6-1, 200-pound junior.
Bobby Dodd can now employ and fullback Ed Varner.
Fortier has an excellent pair of
two platoon football. SecondTech's starting quarterback hands and caught passes for the
ly, has lightened his schedule by slot has been up for grabs this winning touchdowns . against
dropping Alabama and L. S. year. Dodd has two senior let- Auburn and Tulane last seaU. and by picking up Texas termen and one junior red-shirt son.
A & M and Virginia.
from which to select.
The Yellow Jacket tackles are
Coach Dodd has 28 returnBruce Fischer, a 5-8, 155- Bill Moorer, 6-3, 220 pounds,
ing lettermen—16 on offense pound senior, shared starting and Lamar Wright, 6-3, 225
and 12 on defense. His offense duties last season. He com- pounds—both juniors. Joe Colhas been known for its lightning pleted 28 of 54 passes for 416 vin, 5-11, 208 pounds, and Bill
fast backs, and this year is no yards and ran 88 times for a Myddelton, 5-9, 212 pounds,
exception.
net loss of six yards.
are the guards, and either Gary
Heading this list in the backThe other senior letterman Burkholder, 5-11, 203pounds,
field is wingback Terry Had- is Jerry Priestley, 6-3, 203 or Ken Edwards, 6-2, 186
dock, a 5-11, 176-pound sen- pounds. Priestley attempted 77 pounds, will hold down the cenior. Haddock is the fastest man aerials and completed 37 for ter spot.
'on the squad and runs 100 441 yards and four touch(Continued on page 6)
yards in 9.7. Last season he
carried 49 times for 196 yards
and returned three kickoffs for
82 yards. He is also one of the
team's top pass receivers.
Leonard Snow, a 6-1, 183pound sophomore will be running from the tailback slot, the
position expected to handle
STALLWORTH
BROOME
about 75 per cent of the running
Clemson
over Ga. Tech
Clemson
plays. Snow rates with the best
runners Tech has had in a
Duke over Rice
Duke
decade. Last season as a freshMaryland over Syracuse
Syracuse
man he gained 386 yards on
North Carolina over Virginia
No. Carolina
.68 carries for a 5.7 average.

*

*

•

"A Typical Tech Team

a.cy men in ine Georgia Tech defense are corner back
Tommy Bleick (10), Tackle Billv Schroer (77). and middle
guard John Battle (72).

By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
"The best way to describe
them is that they're a typical
Tech team." Those were the
words of Coaches Bob Jones
and Whitey Jordan, who both
scouted the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets last week.
Coach Jones studied the Tech
offense and noticed a great improvement from the Vandy
game. "Tech improved their
blocking and their ability to
move the ball tremendously
from their first game," stated
Jones. "They have their usual
real fast backs like Haddock,
Brown, and Snow. Naturally
with this speed they will try to
sweep the ends—which is their
bread and butter play," Jones
continued.
Tech's quarterback chores
seem to have been taken over
by the left-handed Kim King—
a good runner and passer.
"King rolls out a great deal
and will run the ball on you
on this option," added Jones.
The Yellow Jackets are a
good running ball team and
one of the best punt return
teams in the country. They run
from varied offensive formations exemplified by Coach
Jones noting about 12 or 15
different sets in last week's

game. "Tech will use a slot
right, the "I" formation, and
the wing formation with variation off of these," Jones stated.
He added that one surprising
fact is that Tech's fullback has
only run the ball three times
in the first two games. He is
used primarily as a blocker.
Jones also noted that Tech
will throw a lot. Their two ends
Gerhardt, 6-6, 220 pounds and
Williams are fine receivers, but
half of the passes are to the
halfbacks. Speed is the main
word in Tech's offense, however.
Coach Whitey Jordan scouted
the Yellow Jackets' defense and
noted that they were exceptionally tough. "Their defense is
small but quick with great pursuit," stated Jordan. This Quickness and pursuit makes up for
any lack of size.
"Just to show you how tough
their defense is," Jordan noted,
Tech's ten points in the Vandy
game were scored by the de-

ft

fensive unit. Now, one problem they do have is depth. Both
of their starting defensive tackles were injured in the first
game. Only one has returned
and he's still nursing his injury. So this is one disad(Continued on page 6)

Terry Haddock

We Pick 'Em

Lenny Snow

N. C. State over S. Carolina
Vanderbilt over Wake Forest
Davidson over Citadel
Oklahoma over Navy
Penn St. over U.C.L.A.
Pittsburgh over West Va.
Mich. St. over Illinois
Iowa over Wisconsin
Georgia over Michigan
Notre Dame over Northwestern
Alabama over Mississippi
Kentucky over Auburn
L. S. U. over Florida
Arkansas over T. C. U.
Arizona over Wyoming
S. Calif, over Oregon St.

N. C. State
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Oklahoma
Penn. St.

West Va.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Michigan
Notre Dame
Alabama
Kentucky
L. S. U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

BARON
Clemson
Duke
Maryland
Virginia
So. Carolina
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Oklahoma
Penn. St.
Pitt.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Georgia
Notre Dame
Alabama
Kentucky
L. S, U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

HAHN
Clemson
Duke
Syracuse
No. Carolina
N. C. State
Wake Forest
Davidson
Oklahoma
U.C.L.A. Pitt.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Georgia
Notre Dame
Alabama
KentuckyL. S. U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

WILLIS
Clemson
Duke
Maryland
No. Carolina
So. Carolina
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Oklahoma
Penn. St.
Pitt.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Michigan
Notre Dame
Alabama
Kentucky
L. S. U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

CARROS
Clemson
Duke
Maryland
No. Carolina
So. Carolina
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Oklahoma
Penn. St.
West Va.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Michigan
Notre Dame
Alabama
Kentucky
L. S. U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

O'RILEY
Clemson
Duke
Maryland
No. Carolina
So. Carolina
Vanderbilt
Davidson'
Oklahoma
Penn. St.
Pitt.
Mich. St.
Iowa
Michigan
Notre Dame
Alabama
Kentucky
L. S. U.
Arkansas
Arizona
Sou. Calif.

Intramural Roundup: Softball Play Ending
By HENRY HAHN
TIGER Spo s Writer
The Softball portion of the
Clemson intramural program
is going into its final stage.
First round games
of
the championship playoff were
•played Wednesday, September
29. The semi-finals will be
played on Monday, October 4,
and the final and deciding game
will be played Tuesday, Oct. 5.
All league champions were
decided as of Tuesday Sept.
28. In league A, Kappa Delta
Kappa led by Larry Smith and
WE PICK 'EM TALLY
W
L GB
Carros
32
8
—
O'Riley
28
12
4
Slallworth
27
13
5
Hahn
26
14
6
Broome
24
16
8
Willis
24
16
8
Baron
23
17
9

Charles Gaddy beat Delta Phi
Kappa for the title. E-5 Oranges
of league B won over Alpha
Gamma for the championship.
Anderson County of league C
led by "Lem" Dillard and John
Thomas out-scored the purples
for the title. In league D, the
Kappa Delta Chi Eagles
whipped the Chemical Engineers. The Eagles are led by
Page Lee and Keith Waters.,

Steve Hilton provided some of
the punch.
All touch football team captains are urged to go by Coach
Wilhelm's office and pick up a
roster for their team. The deadline for entering football teams
is October 16, and play begins
on October 18.

The Delta Kappa Alpha
Deacons of league E took the
championship in a game with
the Scuba Club. Randy Mahaffey sparked the Deacs. Eddie Kinett led the Phi Kappa
Delta Blacks to the crown in
league F. The Blacks defeated
Greenville County.
In league G, Chester County, with Herby Walker and Allen Beer, whipped C-8 dorm.
Kappa Sigma Nu, in league
H, defeated the Baptist Student
Union. Bobby Garrison and

The Young Man
in the Know
knows "Dacron".
Trusts oxford buttondown shirts of 65%
Dacron* polyester, 35%
combed cotton to stay
neat, fresh, wrinkle-free
all day long. White,
colors, stripes at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont's registered
trademark.

Parks anywhere

JIM XAVIER (Ch.E.)
of the '62 Bethlehem
"Loop" Course is an
engineer at our Sparrows
Point, Md. plant—biggest
in the world. He's typical
of young men on the move
at Bethlehem Steel.
Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
For detailed information,
pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

A Honda is a slim 24"
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
^^| ^JF You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
Like just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguishedT-bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department Gl, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

HONDA

world's biggest seller!

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

tfTWEHEM
ST II
'plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges

eiseo
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Four Join ROTC Instructors
Among the new arrivals at
the Clemson Army ROTC Instructor Group are three officers and an enlisted man who
will be instructing the Army
ROTC
cadets in military
science.
Maj. Robert A. Anderson enlisted in the Army in 1945 and
remained an enlisted man until
1947. He then entered Arkansas State College, where he was
graduated in 1950 with an
ROTC commission as a second
lieutenant in artillery. With the
outbreak of the Korean Conflict, he was sent to Germany to
serve with the Second Armored
Division.
Upon his return to the United
States, he was assigned to the
First Armored Division located
at Ft. Hood and Ft. Polk,
Texas. In 1957 he was sent to
Korea for one year before be-

ing assigned to Ft. Bragg for
three years. He then was sent
to Germany again, where he
was communications officer of
the 54th Artillery Group.
Capt. J. C. Crawford was a
1958 ROTC graduate of North
Georgia College. He accepted a
regular Army commission in
the infantry and was assigned
to Ft. Devens, Mass., where he
was an infantry platoon leader. He returned to Georgia,'
where he attended Mountain
Ranger School for two years.
He then was stationed at Ft.
Benning, Ga., and served one
year in the Ranger School as
senior tactical officer. He was
then stationed at Ft. Benning,
Ga., and served one year in
the Ranger School as senior
tactical officer. Hewasthensent
to Korea to serve with the Sev-

Arnold Air Accepts Eighteen Cadets
Last Thursday, Sept. 22,
eighteen AFROTC Cadets were
formally initiated into membership of Arnold Air Society, an
honorary service organization
associated with the Air Force.

TIGER Banquet
(Continued from page 1';
the "pre-fabs" on the site of the
old National Guard Armory.
The remaining 1.5 million
dollars will be used for facilities to meet the physical training needs of University students. This facility will be located on the present baseball
field and the field behind the
YMCA.
"I have no political ambition," declared Dr. Edwards
as one staffer questioned the
University President on a
rumor that he was planning to
run for governor of South
Carolina on the Republican
ticket.
Kenneth X. Vickery, director of administration and registration, said in response to a
question that the University
would move to a pre-registration method of scheduling
classes as soon as possible. He
said that the pre-registration
would require a new computer
system which is presently on order. He set no date for the beginning of the computer scheduling like the method by which
freshmen were registered this
semester.

Angry Tech Seeks
(Continued from page 5 )
Tech's defensive unit is built
around middle guard John Battle, 5-11, 242 pounds. In the
last five games of the 1964
season Battle made 77 tackles.
His best performance was 20
tackles against Duke.
Flanking Battle will be Bill
Schroer, 6-1, 209 pounds, and
Mike
Ashmore,
6-1, 204
pounds, at tackles. The defensive ends are Steve Copeland,
6-0, 202 pounds, and Bill Ellis, 6-1, 204 pounds. Tom
Bleick, 6-2, 193 pounds, and
Haven Kicklighter, 5-10, 174
pounds, are the two right corner linebackers. Claude Shook,
6-1, 203 pounds, and Randall
Edmunds, 6-2, 215 pounds,
will balance the defense on the
left. Stoney Burke, 5-10, 174
pounds, will be the twin safeties.
Clemson's Tigers came out of
the Virginia contest unscathed
and will be at full strength. The
lone exception is Buddy Gore,
who is still nursing a broken
arm.
The offensive Tiger unit will
have Bell and McGee at ends,
Mass and Boyette at tackles,
Olszewski and Facciolo at
guards, and Smith at center. In
the backfield will be tailback
Rodgers and quarterback Ray.
Playing defense will be Branton and Sursavage at ends,
Johnson and MacElmurray at
tackles, and middle guard Gunnels. Hecht and Waldrep will
do the linebacking.
The defensive backfied will consist of
Page and J. Jackson at corners
and Marion and K. Jackson at
safeties.
Georgia Tech has made a
slow, dismal start this season,
tying to Vanderbilt and losing
to Texas A & M. However,
the Yellow Jacket's sting is always sharpest at Grant Field.
Clemson will be out to prove
the Tiger's claw is sharper.
Game time is at 2 p.m.

The formal ceremonies were
performed in the chapel located
above the loggia.
For the new members, the
initiation climaxed a semester
of participation in the Arnold
Air Society Pledge Program,
and a week of informal initiation which had taken place on
the quadrangle.
The initiation ceremony was
attended by the old members of
the Society, members of the
Aerospace Studies Department,
and members of the Flying
Tiger Angel Flight. Old members conducting the ceremony
were Davis Grubbs, Commander of Arnold Air Society; Al
Montgomery, Executive Officer; and Charles King, Adjutant Recorder. Guest speaker
was Capt. Richard R. Nixon,
senior class instructor in Aerospace Studies.
The new members initiated
were: Anthony Aldebol, Dave
Burnell, Curtis Clinkscales,
Herbert Cotton, Donald Ellis,
William McCombs, Ken McDaniel, DougMcGarity, Lonnie
Phifer, M. C. Pritchard, Clyde
Simons, James Smith, James
Williamson, John Stoudemire,
Bruce Holcombe, Ken Holliday, Dick Harden, and Billy
Howiler.

enth Division, Headquarters
Company, Infantry Battalion
for one year. Many of his fellow
officers in Korea were Clemson ROTC graduates.
Capt. Crawford will be teaching juniors in the military
science program and advising
the counter-guerrilla unit.
Capt. Peter Maclachlan graduated from the United States
Military Academy at West Point
in 1960. He was commissioned
a second lieutenant in the artillery and received his basic
training at Ft. Sill, Okla. At
Ft. Benning he underwent training as an airborne ranger.
In May of 1961, he was sent
to Hawaii as an officer in the
25th Infantry, Seventh Howitzer Battalion, Eleventh Artillery, where he was stationed for
two years.
In January, 1964, he attended the Chemical Officers Career
Course at Ft. McClellan, Ala.
He was then assigned to Ft.
Lee, Va., as post chemical officer where he remained until
he was assigned to the Clemson
Army ROTC Instructor Group
in August of this year.
Capt. Maclachlan teaches
freshmen in the ROTC program
and is advisor to Company
C-4, Pershing Rifles.
Sgt. Joseph G. Cheek joined
the Army in 1958 and took his
basic course at Ft. Jackson. He
was sent to Ft. Bragg to attend
Jump School and Jump-Master
School. He next attended the
Cold Weather and Mountain
School in Atlanta. Sgt. Cheek
was then assigned to the 24th
Infantry
Division, Seventh
Army, located in Munich, Germany. While in Germany heattended the Chemical, Biological School and the Noncommissioned Officers Academy.
He returned to the t nited
States to attend the Ranger
School at Ft. Bragg, X. C,
and upon completion of his
ranger training he was sent to
Viet Nam, where he served eight
months before he was wounded
and evacuated to the states.
Sgt. Cheek is now the assistant operations sergeant at
Clemson. He also assists with
the training of the counter-guerrilla unit.

WSBF Program Notes
88.1 F.M.
600 Closed Circuit A.M.
The 24 Hour Voice of Clemson
Saturday
1:45 P.M.—Clemson vs. Georgia Tech
6:00-12:00 P.M.-OFFBEAT
Sunday
3:00-5:00 P.M.-Concert in High Fidelity
7:00-8:00 P.M.-Sounds of the Twentieth Century — Featuring the musical
score from "The King and I"
8:15 P.M.—Strom Thurmond Report
Thursday
8:15 P.M.-FRANK HOWARD SHOW
Monday-Saturday
7:00-9:00 A.M.-The Timekeeper Show
Listen for Sportscope at :40

Nathan Porter Speaks
To BSU Mission Tour
South Carolina Baptist Student Union's Fall Mission Tour
will feature Nathan Porter as
guest speaker at the Student
Center at 8:00 p.m., Oct. 6.
Porter will also speak and hold
conferences
on
10
other
campuses during the week of
Oct. 3 through 8.
Porter is associate secretary
for mission personnel for the
Home Mission Board in Atlanta. He was born of missionary parents in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and is a graduate of Baylor
University and the Southern
Seminary.
The purpose of the Mission
Tour, which is sponsored by
the state student department of
the South Carolina Baptist
Convention, is to offer students
mission education and opportunity for counseling for careers
in missions. In addition to the
fall tour there will be a spring
tour.
1-ollowing Porter on the
speaker schedule will be John
Stechfield, a senior in Pre-Med,
who will relate his experiences
as a Student Summer Missionary last summer on Oct. 13.
John, who is from Orangeburg,

was assigned the area of Trinidad.
On Oct. 20, Jimmy Wright, a
senior at Kurman, will tell of his
10 weeks spent in service in
churches in Spain. Jimmy was
in the program as John was
this summer. The month will be
completed by a visit from a
missionary on furlough from
Japan who will address the students on Oct. 27.
All Clemson students are invited by the HSU officials to
these programs of special emphasis and are reminded of the
Freshman Council elections on
Oct. 6, which will also be the
date for the TAPS picture.

A series of dance classes will
be made available to students
at Clemson University, both
boys and girls, beginning Monday, Oct. 11, at 8:30 p.m.
Mrs. McGarity will be the instructor for these classes. The

Flu Shots Rescheduled

Typical Tech Team
( Continued from page 5 )
vantage to them," continued
Jordan.
Texas A & M beat Tech on
the option run or pass and
Coach Jordan feels that Clemson will be able to pass. To
strengthen his defensive secondary, Dodd is planning to
move Haddock, the boy that
runs the 100 in 9.6, to safety.
Tech's linebackers seldom
rush, and, in fact, Tech plays
off the ball more than most
teams. Bolstering the linebacker slot is John Battle, who
made the first three tackles
against Texas A & M.
Coach Jordan feels that Clemson will try to run straight
ahead in hopes of moving their
lighter linemen.
Both Jones and Jordan were
in agreement that Tech has a
younger than usual team and
that some of the boys have
made mistakes thathurt. "They
have a lot of potential, and
we'll have to eliminate some of
our own mistakes and not let
down on any play, added both
coaches. A good effort by everyone will be needed Saturday."

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
OCT. 1 & 2
SEAN CONNERY

as

Campus News Round-Up
vu«.

YMCA
The Clemson YMCA will
sponsor a dance at the YMCA
Recreation Center across the
lake this Saturday, Oct. 2.
Music will be furnished from
8:00 p.m. until 11:30p.m. Girls
will be provided for boys without dates. There will be no
charge for admission.

STEPHENS LECTURES
C. G. Stephens, head of soil
surveys in Glen Osmond, South
Australia, will lecture this afternoon on "The Quaternary Ceomorphic and Paleo-Climatic
Significance of Australia Soils"
at 4:00 p.m. Tonight he will
speak on "Prospects of Development of the Dry Lands of the
Earth to Feed the Exploding
Population." Both lectures will
be presented in the plant and
animal science auditorium.

Ballroom Dance Classes
Presented By Clemson "Y"

VACCINE ARRIVES

Dr. Charles Barnett of the
Clemson Health Service has announced that the flue vaccine
has finally arrived. Flu shots
originally scheduled for Sept.
14 will now be given Tuesday
and Wednesday, Oct. 12 and
13 to all Clemson students.
The shots will be administered with the standard needle.
The U. S. Public Health Department recommends that each student have at least one shot.
"Immunization
from
flu
varies from four to twelve
months. Everyone should get
a booster every year, two a

Friday, October 1, 1965

year being preferable," according to Dr. Barnett.
All students who were checked
in 1963 for tuberculosis and
found to be negative can have
their biannual checkup in accordance with the University
tuberculosis prevention program. Any student who was
classified as being positive, and
was x-rayed, is not required to
take the retest. Students who
have entered Clemson since
1963 and were checked, will be
rechecked two years from now.

classes will meet one night each
week, the day to be decided by
the group when they come for
the first meeting. The series
will include eight lessons, ending with a dance for the whole
group, and the cost for the
series is 88.00.
Those desiring to take advantage of this opportunity to
learn to dance may secure a
ticket from some bf the students
who are promoting this dance
series, or may secure a ticket
at the YMCA.
The dance routines which will
be taught in this series are jitterbug, cha cha, swing, rhumba, tango, fox trot. Students
who are interested in a series of
dance lessons may begin signing up for that on Monday,
Oct. 4, and you may secure a
ticket anytime during that week,
with the first class meeting the
following Monday, Oct. 11.

AirUC AUXILIARY
AUXILIARY
AICHE

The AICHE woman's auxiliary, which meets every third
Tuesday each month invites all
wives of chemical engineering
majors to join their organization. Anyone who is eligible to
join and has not been contacted
should call the department of
chemical engineering for more
information.

inger and the Program committee Chairman Wendell
Shealy. There was discussion
concerning the selection of a
candidate for the Miss Clemson contest.
The Young Republican Club
will meet on October 12, 19 65
to make final plans for Senator
Thurmond's visit.

RAINMAKER

SAME MEMBERS
Members of the Society of
American Military Engineers
will hear a speech from Major
Huey on Tuesday of next week
on a tour of Viet Nam. All
members should be present to
help plan a trip to Savannah,
Ga. to visit the Headquarters
of Savannah District Army
Corps of Engineers in November.

GRADUATE WIVES
The
Clemson University
Graduate Wives' Club invites
the wives of graduate students
to join and participate in its activities.
The Club meets regularly on
the second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each month at
8:00 p.m. in the lobby of the
Clemson House.
"Although previously the
meetings have been used solely
for bridge, we are hoping this
year to broaden our program to include those ladies
who may be interested in other
activities," said Alyce Floyd,
club president.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
The
Clemson
I'niversity
Young Republicans met Monday night, Sept. 28, for the pur-,
pose of planning the visit of
Senator Strom Thurmond (RS. C.,) to the Clemson campus
on Oct. 18, 1965.
President Curtis Clinkscales
assigned duties to the Social
Committee Chairman, Becky
Ballard and Mac Lawton, the
Publicity Committee Chairmen
Reuben Clark and Phil Dell-

The Clemson Players will present "The Rainmaker" Thursday, Oct. 7 through Saturday,
Oct. 9 in the food and industries
auditorium. There will be no
charge for admission. All performances will begin at 8:00 p.
m.

MRS. TAPS CONTEST
All Mrs. Taps contestants are
reminded that they must have a
picture turned into the Office
of Student Affairs by Friday,
Oct. 8 in order to be eligible for
selection.

MARRIED STUDENTS
Married students' apartments
are available for immediate occupancy on East Campus
and in the Littlejohn and
pre-fab apartments. For further
information, contact the housing office.

HOMECOMING QUEEN
All those organizations who
wish to enter a young lady of
their choice in the Homecoming Queen contest can pick up
an information form at the Office of Student Affairs. On this
form will be all information
needed concerning the annual
Homecoming Queen contest.

TAPS
Organizations and club presidents are reminded by the
TAPS that contract forms for
pages in the TAPS must be
turned in to the Office of Student
Affairs by Oct. 1. A membership list is to be included with
the contract forms.

Here's the
shortest line
between
uation and
a "go-places"
career.
Your name:

JAMES BOND
—In—

"DR. NO"
—AND—

"FROM RUSSIA WITH
LOVE"
—In Color—
SUNDAY & MONDAY
OCT. 3 & 4
FRANKIE AVALON
DEBORAH WALLEY
CESAR ROMERO
—In—

"SERGEANT
DEADHEAD"
—In Color—
TUES. & WED.
OCT. 5 & 6
TOM TRYON
HARVE PRESNELL
SENTA BERGER
—In—

THE GLORY GUYS'
—In Color—

Clemson Theatre

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS FOR
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS
IN
CLEMSON

HIGGENS and
"DACRON"
make the
Campus scene!
HIGGINS siacks of 55%
Dacron* polyester, 45% worsted wool (as shown) make
a winning combination on
any campus! Great Higgins
styling, plus the built-in
neatness of "Dacron".
Other top favorites a re made
of 70% Orion* acrylic, 30%
worsted wool, as well as
special blends of "Dacron"
and "Orion". Tailored in
traditional Yale and Trim
Fit plain front models. At
your favorite stores everywhere.
*du Pont Reg. T.M.

It's the one you sign on at your
placement office for an interview with IBM
October 13-14
Want growth-with a difference?
Career excitement—with
stability? New frontiers in all
technologies—with the leader
in the nation's fastest-growing
major industry?
IBM can offer you extraordinary
growth opportunities in
Research, Development,
Manufacturing, Programing
and Administration—throughout
its network of labs, plants
and technical centers.
If you want the facts about these
careers, you'll want to talk to
the IBM interviewer.
Certainly, he wants to talk to you
about these key jobs.
They're jobs with technical
responsibility. Where you can

put your ideas to work and
earn superior rewards.

IBM is going places.
Why not come along?

In a growth company like IBM,
responsibility and advancement
come rapidly. In fact, during
the next five years IBM expects
to appoint approximately 6,000
new managers. A wide range
of training and education
programs will help you meet
the challenge of growth.

Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talents at IBM.
Job opportunities at IBM lie in
eight major career fields:
(1) Research and Development,,
(2) Engineering,
(3) Manufacturing, (4) Finance
and Administration,
(5) Marketing, (6) Field
Engineering, (7) Systems
Engineering, (8) Programing.
IBM is an Eqtial Opportunity
Employer.

So visit your placement office
now for a line on IBM. Sign
on it for your interview. If for any
reason you can't arrange an
interview, visit your nearest
IBM branch office. Or write:
Manager of College Relations,
IBM Corporate Headquarters,
Armonk, New York 10504.

IBM

